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Abstract- Carpooling brings environmental benefits in the form of carbon footprint reductions. While there is a rich literature body on the subject, efforts to encourage commuters to participate in carpooling are often met with resistance. Hence in this paper, we explore directions for future research in carpooling. Our paper has implications for transportation researchers as well as policy planners working in the area of environment protection.

I. INTRODUCTION

From an environmental point-of-view, reduced car use is associated with a decrease in carbon emission and congestion (Greene and Wegener 1997). Yet, forecasts point towards an unsustainable increase in the number of cars on the road globally (Meyer et al. 2012); for instance current trends in the UK and US show that the majority of car journeys are still dominated by single-occupied vehicles (McKenzie and Rapino 2011; Taylor et al. 2013). In this sense, carpooling offers a possible solution: carpooling entails the sharing of the car journey among two or more participants, therefore reducing the number of single-occupied vehicles needed.

The transportation literature body is sample with carpooling studies. However, recent developments (notwithstanding the urgent need to address environmental concerns) revive the need to re-examine this research area. Firstly, technological emergence especially in mobile phone applications and social networking has made carpool formations and partner matching much more easier (Agatz et al. 2012; Chan and Shaheen 2012). Secondly, the rise of the Sharing Economy phenomenon and the global successes of sharing initiatives such as AirBnB suggest that it is perhaps possible for an attitudinal change in commuters’ acceptance to sharing their car journeys with others (Hamari et al. 2015). Thirdly, advancements in the field of driving psychology, particularly in the last decade on the non-instrumental reasons for car use, could perhaps shed some light to overcome the psychological barriers to carpool (Steg 2005). These developments could help push forward the carpool agenda. In the next section, we discuss some possible directions for future research and the challenges in this area.

II. CARPOOLING AND DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

There are different classifications of carpool, depending on the type of trip and participants. Trip-wise, the simplest form of carpool is when the participants travel from the same origin to the same destination; a more complex variation of this involves the driver picking up the carpool passenger from a different origin, or dropping them off at a different destination. Participant-wise, carpool are distinguished as household carpools (participants live together – for e.g., family members or housemates) or non-household carpools (participants live apart – for e.g. friends, co-workers or strangers). The latter should be the focus of researchers and transportation practitioners, as non-household carpools are harder to be formed.

Prioritising carpooling factors to be examined
In reviewing the carpooling literature, we found that there is a rich amount of empirical studies focused on examining the factors which can encourage and discourage carpooling. In Neoh (2015), our review of the literature revealed that these factors could be grouped as demographic (e.g., age, gender, income, marital status etc.), situational (e.g., travel distance, commute time, size of employer, standard of public transport links etc.), judgmental (privacy, locus of control, attitudes towards the environment, desire to socialise etc.) and interventional (e.g., parking cost incentives, high-occupancy-vehicle lanes, guaranteed-ride-home, etc.). We found that some of these factors have been ‘over-studied’ by the literature body, with a clear consensus reached; for example, it is widely agreed that income and commute time have no significant effects over a commuter’s decision to carpool (Correia and Viegas 2011; DeLoach and Tiemann 2011; Ferguson 1997). Meanwhile, certain factors have been ‘under-studied’ but were found to have significant effects in encouraging carpooling; for example, employer size and parking benefits (Brownstone and Golob 1992; Su and Zhou 2012; Vanoutrive et al. 2012). Hence, our first suggestion for future research is to prioritise efforts to emphasis more investigations on the under-studied factors and less on the over-studied factors. The role of psychology factors on carpooling
While the role of psychology barriers on carpooling such as the need for privacy and independence were examined in earlier researches (Horowitz and Sheth 1978; Ozanne and Mollenkopf 1999; Stradling et al. 2001), we found these to be
studied with less depth in newer research. In terms of psychological factors, the carpooling literature is less developed as compared to the literature on car-use motivations. From the Model of Material Possession (Dittmar 1992), researchers have found that people choose to drive or own a car not only because of functional reasons to get from one point to another (instrumental), but also because of the thrill of the drive (affective) and the perceived status of owning and driving a car (symbolic). In fact, studies have found that the affective and symbolic factors are stronger influencers as compared to the instrumental factors in determining the commuter’s decision to own a car and drive (Lois and López-Sáez 2009; Steg 2005). In our empirical study, we observed similar results: instrumental reasons play only a small role in the commuter’s decision to carpool (Neoh 2015). Hence, we call for future research to examine the effects of the affective and symbolic factors on carpooling behaviour.

Implementing and enforcing carpool interventions

As most carpooling studies often conclude with recommendations on possible intervention measures to improve carpooling uptake, this raises another question: how does one check if a carpool has actually took place? This is important to (i) measure the success of interventions, and (ii) enforce reward (or penalty) schemes for carpoolers (or solo drivers). Without a mechanism to confirm a carpool, any intervention would be susceptible to abuse. Researchers and transportation practitioners should look to creative answers; for example, a system which confirms carpool participation by comparing the speed of travel of the driver and carpool passengers (Alberth Jr and Chau 2015). However, future recommendations have to be mindful of costs, as one of the most appealing aspects of carpooling as a travel demand management solution is that it requires relatively low investment for the policy maker (Garrison 2007).

CONCLUSIONS

In the global fight to protect the environment and reduce carbon emissions, carpooling has been advocated as a possible answer. Recent technological, economical and research developments have improved the viability of carpooling for commuters. In this paper, we discuss areas for future research to further encourage carpooling uptake, namely in (i) prioritising the carpool factors which needs further examinations, (ii) conducting deeper studies into the effects of affective and symbolic factors on carpooling, and (iii) investigating innovative methods to enforce and implement carpooling reward (or penalty) schemes. Research within these three areas will provide insights to transportation policy plannersaiming to reduce the number of single-occupied vehicles.
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